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The use of multi-robot teams in the Robot Operating System (ROS) has encountered
difﬁculty in advancement because of a lack of effective ways for the robots to communicate. Several attempts towards solving this problem have been made, but these approaches
have had trouble with either low fault tolerance or high network load. The Gray Transceiver
is an interface and communication protocol for inter-robot communication using ROS. The
Gray Transceiver leverages multicasting for reduced network load and increased fault tolerance. Results from simulations, high throughput testing, and live multi-robot evaluations
are included. The live mult-robot and simulation evaluations show that it functions properly operating across multiple robots while tolerating faults. The high throughput test
shows how the Gray Transceiver operates under high load across a several types of conditions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

When a group of humans are working together, communication is important for their
success. This communication can be for a wide variety of tasks, such as a coach calling
plays or truck drivers warning each other of road conditions. Similarly, robots require a
method to communicate with their team, whether that team is comprised of humans, robots,
agents, or a combination of all of these.
Multi-robot teams may perform better in some situations than a single robot attempting
to complete a task on its own. A team of robots can be in several places at once, this allows
the capability for different areas to be explored simultaneously. Building or using several
smaller robots, each to solve a piece of a larger task, may be less costly and more effective
than building or using one larger robot that is required to do many tasks sequentially. Further, the main task could be completed more efﬁciently by having multiple robots working
on several subtasks at the same time. For example, a mining robot on another planet may
need to locate interesting sites to explore, then dig holes to collect material, and then process and evaluate the mined material collected to discover as much as possible about the
area targeted for exploration. This process could be improved by having one robot that
navigates to interesting locations, another robot that mines at each of these identiﬁed lo-
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cations, and another that studies the material that is collected. This approach would allow
more locations to be analyzed simultaneously; however robust communication capabilities
between these different robots is critical to the success of this multi-robot approach.
A team of robots in some cases may better perform assigned tasks by communicating
and cooperating with other robots than what could be achieved with one robot operating
alone. Robots working in a warehouse can inform other robots of fallen objects or obstacles located in their planned paths, allowing teammates to take these considerations into
account while planning their own paths. Robots searching an unknown area, such as a
disaster site, could communicate where they have been and what they have seen so that
multiple robots do not navigate and investigate the same area when they could focus on
other unexplored areas to improve coverage and information gathering.
Currently there are no commonly used methods for multi-robot communication. In an
attempt to ﬁll this gap, this research focuses on the creation of the Gray Transceiver, a
multi-robot communication interface and protocol. The Gray Transceiver uses the User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) to enable the inter-robot communication, allowing it to be tolerant of losing communication with other robots. The Gray Transceiver is built to work
with an existing robotics framework; preferably being abstract enough to not be affected
by the choice of framework, allowing a completely heterogeneous team of robots to work
together.
The second chapter of this paper discusses background information about different
robotics software that currently exists. It ﬁrst describes the existing robotics frameworks,
such as agile robot development - next generation (aRDx), Joint Architecture for Un2

manned Systems (JAUS), Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS), Robot Operating
System (ROS), and Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP), and then goes on to discuss
the different ROS packages that have attempted to create multi-robot communication. The
third chapter discusses the approach used for the creation of the Gray Transceiver. The
fourth chapter introduces the experiments that were conducted to test the functionality of
the Gray Transceiver. The ﬁrst test was a high throughput test, testing the limits of what it
could receive. The second test used simulated robots to validate the functionality and the
connection loss tolerance of the Gray Transceiver. The third test used physical robots to
validate the functionality and the connection loss tolerance of the Gray Transceiver. The
ﬁfth chapter includes the results of the tests performed and a discussion of what the results
mean for the Gray Transceiver. The sixth chapter presents the conclusions and future work
for the Gray Transceiver.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

This chapter explores relevant literature for the different approaches to multi-robot
communications. This includes ﬁve robotic frameworks and ﬁve ROS-based multi-robot
communication methods.

2.1

Robotic Frameworks
There are ﬁve main frameworks available for robotic systems. Of the frameworks pre-

sented, the Robot Operating System (ROS) was selected and used for this implementation
because it is widely used in the robotics community and has support and libraries for a
more efﬁcient and effective implementation.

2.1.1

aRDx

Agile robot development - next generation (aRDx) is a software framework intended
for modern complex robotic systems. Internally, it uses a communication mechanism with
real-time determinism, meaning that each communication will take place within a guaranteed amount of time. For communication between processes on the same host, a service is
used to allow direct memory access without having to use a network transportation stack.
In order to communicate across computers, a service sends the data to the same service
4

running on the other computers. In this case, the network layer only needs to send the data
once per host that wants it, which means that when many processes on a single host want
the same data, it is only sent to that host once, greatly reducing the impact of transmission
on the network. In [1], the paper that introduced and described the communication protocol of aRDx, stress tests were run with up to twenty client processes. In the presented
stress test, aRDx did better with more clients than OROCOS, ROS, or YARP. The paper
mentions that only three computers were used for the test, which means that aRDx only
needed to send two messages. This means that it was not a real stress test, because the
other systems could also use an intermediate node to act as the source of the message on
each host computer, so that a similar number of the messages would be sent per host. Even
with the advantage of only sending the data twice across the network in the twenty client
tests, ROS still was very close to it, indicating that if run on more than just three hosts
aRDx may not perform as well [1].

2.1.2

JAUS

The Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS) is a standard for the architecture
of unmanned systems [2]. JAUS was created by the Department of Defense to allow for
the interoperability of robots. JAUS is based on a communication protocol that uses a
subsystem of services that work together inside an overall system framework [2]. The
JAUS framework does not support the use of packages and/or libraries that are designed
to integrate easily with commonly used community-based open source software. This
means that it is harder to share code, so more code needs to be rewritten for new projects.
5

While the JAUS framework does not have an active community to advance and develop
this system for wide use in the robotics community, there does exist a set of libraries called
the JAUS Toolset [3] and the openJAUS software development kit (SDK) [4]. The JAUS
Toolset is meant to assist with the integration of existing code with the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) of JAUS. The openJAUS SDK is a middleware toolkit that is designed
to aid developers to easily integrate their developments with other JAUS-based systems.

2.1.3

OROCOS

OROCOS was introduced as an open source software package for the control of a
robot. OROCOS has the ability for real-time control since it runs on RT Linux (Real Time
Linux). The different components run inside a state machine. For communication between
the different components, OROCOS uses the open sourced Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [5]. The majority of the papers about OROCOS (such as [6],
[5], and [7]) focus more on the beneﬁts of making open source software, not about how
the software worked. Recently, it has become more of a toolchain and not a full robot
framework.

2.1.4

ROS

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source standard software framework
designed for robotic platforms. ROS is made up of processes, also known as nodes. These
nodes communicate inside the framework by passing messages. These messages are sent
and received on channels called topics. The topics follow the standard publish/subscribe
model in which the publishers and subscribers are not aware of each other, just that a
6

message has been sent on a speciﬁc topic. Figure 2.1 shows how communication between
multiple nodes occurs over a topic, where the cloud around the topic obscures the other
nodes using the topic. The topics use TCP ports to send the messages between themselves
[8].

Figure 2.1

Example of multiple ROS nodes communicating over a topic

ROS includes a command called roslaunch for launching groups of nodes simultaneously. The nodes are described using the Extensible Markup Language (XML) and
formatted to include the settings necessary to launch these nodes and are then passed into
roslaunch command. A parameter server is built into ROS, and through the server,
the
nodes are able to read and store values from the parameter server. These parameters can
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then be loaded into the parameter server at launch time through the use of parameter ﬁles
that are speciﬁed by the launch ﬁles. An example parameter ﬁle is shown in Figure 2.2,
where group1/parameter1 has the value value1 and group2/parameter1 has the value
value3. Additionally, ROS has the transform, tf system, which is used to automatically
transform between different frames of reference. The tf system creates a tree of the deﬁned
reference frames, so each frame only needs knowledge of the transformations between the
frame and its parent. As long as there is a path between two frames in the tree, a ROS
node can call a function from the tf library that will return the transform between them.
For example, this can be used with laser scanners, where the ROS message from the laser
scanner includes the reference frame of the scanner and the node processing the messages
can obtain the transform to connect to another frame, allowing the sensor to move without requiring the processing node to monitor the movement. This is shown in Figure 2.3,
where the camera depth optical frame is known relative to the camera rgb f rame and
then the f ront kinect frame, so if the kinect sensor changes with respect to the chassis, it
will be reﬂected when getting the transform from the camera depth optical frame to the
base link frame [8].
ROS currently has no libraries to support a distributed multi-robot team. In the current
ROS distribution, Kinetic Kame, the only way for a multi-robot team to communicate is
through a single ROS master that passes messages to the entire group. Using this centralized method, if the machine running the ROS master goes down then the entire multi-robot
team can no longer communicate with each other.

8

group1:
parameter1: value1
parameter2: value2
group2:
parameter1: value3
parameter2: value4
Figure 2.2

Example text from a parameter ﬁle.

Figure 2.3

Example of a ROS tf tree, with multiple links being tracked.
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2.1.5

ROS 2.0

To address short comings in ROS, a major API redesign has been under development
called ROS 2.0. ROS 2.0 is planned to have all the features that ROS has, while using
already existing software when possible. For instance, the middleware between the nodes
is being changed from a custom one built for ROS to an abstracted standard that was also
made for the publish/subscribe model. The selected middleware interface also supports
node discovery, so there is no need for the central ROS master. Coupled with the middleware’s ability to work over questionable networks, ROS 2.0 is meant to be able to support
multi-robot teams [9]. ROS 2.0 is still in the alpha stage, not yet having reached the ﬁrst
Beta release. There are still components that need to be made before it is moved to Beta,
and even then there is a very long list of features that need to be completed, including the
multi-robot functionality. ROS 2.0 is not yet ready for actual application use [10].

2.1.6

YARP

Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP) is a project originally meant for the ﬁeld of humanoid robotics. The goal behind it was to ease the integration of the constantly changing
hardware with complex software stacks. YARP uses the publish/subscribe model, like
ROS, and is even able to communicate with ROS nodes. In the place of publishers and
subscribers, YARP uses observables and observers, or output ports and input ports [11].
Each of these ports needs a unique port name, which needs to be manually connected to
the input or output port it should communicate with. Due to the hard-coded ports, YARP
requires more work when changing the software stack. YARP supports a variety of pro10

tocols for communication, including shared memory, TCP, multicasting, and a protocol
designed for real-time operating systems [11].

2.2

Existing ROS Packages
COROS, is a framework intended to extend ROS for multi-robot applications [12]. The

creators of COROS developed their own communication interface that requires multiple
nodes for communications running on each robot. Additionally, the library needs to be
modiﬁed for each message that is sent. This approach proves to be rigid in nature and
poses challenges when attempting to incorporate COROS into a multi-robot system.
Alternatively, multi-robot teams using ROS can adopt a multi-master approach. With
this approach, a local ROS master which automatically forwards information it receives to
all other ROS masters, which in turn reproduce the message(s) within their local environments.
This behavior is acceptable if each robot utilizes separate topics for commands, but
can be detrimental for alternative conﬁgurations, such as trying to execute the same code
on multiple robots. Since each robot would have to have separate topics, identical robots
would not be able to use the same code, reducing code reuse. This same problem also
applies to messages from sensors needing to be remapped to separate topics. Additionally
the other robots and their associated nodes need to be known ahead of time, preventing
a dynamic solution. For instance there is the multimaster FKIE (Fraunhofer-Institut für
Kommunikation, Informationsverarbeitung und Ergonomie) metapackage [13] that is made
up of other packages from FKIE and makes a multimaster network in ROS. In addition to
11

the problems of a standard multimaster network, according to [14] there are several tasks
required in the setup process, including entering all of the hosts and their IP addresses into
a ﬁle as well as static routing.
Though there have been several attempts to create ROS packages which enable multirobot communication without the use of multi-masters, these attempts have been abandoned and are no longer supported. For example, ros � rt � wmp ([15]) that claimed to
have been able to duplicate any ROS topic on another robot, but it has not been updated
for the previous three versions of ROS and appears to have been abandoned in its early
development. Additionally it required the use of speciﬁc routing protocols added onto
the software stack traditionally used for communication [15]. Based on the results from
[16], the f oreign relay ([17]) package worked, but it has not been updated in three years
and the site that hosted the source code is now unreachable. Additionally, it appears that
f oreign relay would not ﬁnd neighbors, leading some users to create W if iComm [18],
which was essentially a wrapper for the f oreign relay package.
The absence of supported packages has resulted in attempts to use Rosbridge as a
method for supporting multi-robot communication. Rosbridge creates an interface based
on JavaScript Object Notation, JSON, for using non-ROS languages and programs to interact with ROS. While Rosbridge originally utilized only WebSocket communication, it has
been expanded to support basic TCP and UDP sockets. It allows interaction with any topic,
service, and even the tf server from other devices and could be used to connect a group of
robots running separate ROS cores, but additional work would be needed to interact with

12

the Rosbridge on the other robots and each robot would need to be connected to every
other one with which it needs to communicate. [19]
From the main ﬁve existing robot frameworks, ROS was selected due to its wide variety
of features, its popularity, and having prior experience with it. The other frameworks all
have more reasons not to select them. ROS 2.0 was not chosen due to its lack of features
and the fact that it is still in early development.
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CHAPTER 3
APPROACH

The multimaster approach views a multi-robot team as a single entity spread across the
robots included in the team. This creates the potential for excessive processing demands
or system failures when an entity changes (e.g. a team member leaves the group). The
design of ROS lends itself toward a single entity across several robots, with its original
purpose envisioning multiple computers [8]. The Gray Transceiver approach views the
multi-robot team as a collection of entities with unknown relationships while keeping parts
of the publish/subscribe model. The Gray Transceiver keeps the abstraction that prevents
the publishers from knowing who is listening to the messages. Most of the topics that
are expected to be used will need to be in different topics based on who is sending it, for
instance it would be complicated to have the LIDAR data from several robots on a single
topic, so the Gray Transceiver by default publishes the topics locally in the namespace of
the original sender. Since this behavior would be suboptimal for some use cases, there is
an option when setting up a request to the Gray Transceiver to not separate it by senders.
The Gray Transceiver is built on the use of multicasting, which is a type of communication with multiple receivers from a single sender. Since the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) is based on the connection between two devices, it does not support multicasting and
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the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was used instead for communication between robots.
When a program opens a UDP port and binds it to an address designated for multicasting,
it is said to join the multicast group for that address. When a device sends a UDP packet to
the multicast address, every device in the multicast group receives that packet. This behavior reduces the amount of data being transmitted across the network. Additionally, since
UDP is connectionless, there are no expectations of who will answer or even if anyone will
answer. This means that a robot can lose all communication with other robots, but it can
continue to operate and ROS will not crash, unless a node outside the Gray Transceiver
requires constant communication. The need for constant communication would contradict the publish/subscribe model. It is unlikely to occur and would be the result of poor
software design.
Each set of topics, or broadcast topic, being transmitted is assigned a port based on
a hash value from the metadata for it. This allows each broadcast topic to be received
independently from most other broadcast topics being received, and allows the topic to be
easily distinguished.
The meta-broadcast topic produces most of the overhead for the Gray Transceiver protocol, and it is limited to a single port. All packets sent on this meta-broadcast topic are
JSON-formatted strings that include the sender’s name and the type of message. The name
currently comes from the media access control (MAC) address, allowing each computer or
robot to differentiate each other without having an added overhead of name negotiation.
There are currently ﬁve message types, four of which are used exclusively by the metabroadcast topic . These messages have a hierarchical structure for their different ﬁelds,
15

Figure 3.1
The Gray Transceiver Message Structure

shown in Figure 3.1. Three types of messages include ﬁelds for meta-data of the broadcast
topics that they are referring to, a description ﬁeld, and a ROS message type ﬁeld; these
three message types are Gray Transceiver Send Message (GxSendMsg), Gray Transceiver
Transmitting Message (GxTxingMsg), and Gray Tranceiver Data Message (GxDataMsg).
The GxDataMsg type is used for transmitting data in the data ﬁeld and is not used on the
meta-broadcast topic . The fourth message type is the Gray Transceiver Offer Request
Message (GxOffersReqMsg) type, which has no added ﬁelds because it is used to trigger
a response for other data. The ﬁfth message type is the Gray Transceiver Offers Acknowledgement Message (GxOffersAckMsg) that is used for telling other computers or robots
about the different topics that it has locally that it could offer to others, which are ﬁlled
into the offers ﬁeld.
16

When a device wants to get a new topic from another device, the device sends out a
GxSendMsg that includes a description for the desired broadcast topic and the ROS message type. All devices that have a topic they can offer to others that matches the description
of the requested message will send a GxTxingMsg saying they are transmitting it, or the
devices will ignore the send request if they have nothing that matches the requested topic.
When a GxTxingMsg is seen by a device that wants the topic described by it, it will start
listening on the port for the broadcast topic. The Gray Transceiver will launch a new node
for each new port it is using for the broadcast topics being used. This allows each port to
remain separate from the others on the software side.
To determine what port to send and receive a topic on, a simple hash of the description
and the ROS message type is used. This has the advantage that the majority of the messages
will be on different ports, so that the devices that do not want to receive it do not even see
the message. Through the use of the hash for the port there is no guarantee of uniqueness,
but neither does the majority of other methods, such as polling. The use of a hash to
determine the port to use has two additional advantages. The ﬁrst advantage is that it does
not require a series of communications to determine which port to use, decreasing the time
it takes to start sending and receiving messages from topics. The second advantage of
using the hash for the port is that devices can start sending and receiving as soon as they
are started. This would be of use in applications in which the sharing of certain topics is
guaranteed. This could be used in a wide variety of situations such as many agents needing
a topic for general coordination or a team of small robots getting instructions from a base
station, where the robots need certain topics from other robots.
17

One of the primary problems identiﬁed with other approaches is the need to modify and
rebuild the libraries before being able to transmit each new message type. This results in
slower processing time and complexity. By leveraging the dynamic typing of Python, any
ROS message type can be sent or received without having to modify the code each time.
To further facilitate the ease of requesting new topics from other agents and informing the
local interface node of topics to offer, the new requests and new offers can be passed in
as ROS parameters or from ROS services. The requests from parameters are loaded at
launch time and the requests from topics are loaded as other nodes call the service, the
only difference between these two methods is when a request is made to other systems and
if the Gray Transceiver knows about an offer to answer a request with.
For the actual transmission of the data, two approaches were originally considered.
The ﬁrst approach was to convert the ROS messages into a JSON format for transmission.
The second approach was to use the serialization and deserialization functions that are
part of every ROS message. The JSON format has the advantages of being supported in
other languages and is human readable, but the disadvantage of this method is that the
serialization is not compact. An existing ROS package called rospy message converter
can be used by the Gray Transceiver ROS node to convert the ROS messages into JSON
strings and back [20]. The ROS message functions have the advantage of being more
compact and do not depend on any other packages. The use of the ROS message functions
for serialization have the downside of not being easily used on non-ROS systems.
JSON formatted strings can be used by almost any language and many have libraries
for using them. This means that creating software that uses the Gray Transceiver protocol
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can easily be written for non-ROS devices and allow them to interact with ROS devices
through the use of JSON strings for passing the data. The design of the protocol is meant
to allow the Gray Transceiver to not be limited to running on only on ROS systems, so
using JSON strings would ﬁt this approach.
Once a ROS message has been created from a received JSON string, it is published
to a ROS topic on the robot. The ROS topic is in a namespace named after the unique
name of the original source of the message. The MetaTopic topic is used to inform other
ROS nodes running on the device about topics being published by the Gray Transceiver.
The MetaTopic topic is published to by the Gray Transceiver when a new topic is being
received from a broadcast topic, and includes relevant information about the new topic.
Since each packet includes the name of the original sender, some different conﬁgurations are possible. One possible conﬁguration is to have a device act as a bridge for
two different networks, relaying messages between the two networks without the other
devices realizing it is happening. This is shown in Figure 3.2, where M obilerobot1 and
Stationarycomputer1 are able to communicate as if they are on the same network and
have no knowledge of being on different networks. Another possible conﬁguration would
be for a device to simulate one or more functioning robots for the other devices, allowing
systems to be tested in pieces. For example, someone could test the hardware for one of the
robots from a multi-robot team, before the rest of the robots are prepared. This is shown in
Figure 3.3, where the real robots have no knowledge of the robots being simulated.
The approach taken in the design of the Gray Tranceiver is different from the approaches of other attempts at multi-robot communication in multiple ways. One of the
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Figure 3.2
Example of the Gray Transceiver being used to cross networks

Figure 3.3

Example of the Gray Transceiver being used to run real and simulated robots as if they are
all operatig on the same network
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largest differences is that this approach uses UDP multicasting, allowing each message
to only be sent once no matter how many robots are receiving it and does not require a
constant connection between the two sides. Some of the other approaches duplicate every
topic on every robot, where the Gray Transceiver only sends the requested topics; this uses
less bandwidth and can be used to easily sort out the topics. A third difference is that
some of the other approaches used settings/options that were set at compile time, so to do
anything in a different way would require recompiling the software.
The Gray Transceiver abstractly views each robot in a multi-robot team as a separate
entity with no preconceived connections between entities. These entities build their own
connections by asking each other for the information they want. The connections remain
fault tolerant because they are transmitted over UDP sockets. The connections also occur
on predictable ports based on a hash of the metadata for the data in the connection.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS

This chapter discusses the experiments used to validate the functionality of the Gray
Transceiver. These experiments consist of three tests: a high throughput test, a simulation
test, and a physical robot test. The high throughput test shows how the Gray Transceiver
functions while it is being used under a heavy load. The simulation test demonstrates
the functionality of the Gray Transceiver using a ROS simulator with multiple simulated
robots. The physical robot test is another test showing the functionality of the Gray
Transceiver.

4.1

High Throughput Test
A high throughput test was designed to test the possible bandwidths that the Gray

Transceiver could achieve. This test was designed to look at the impact of ﬁve different
independent variables on the achievable bandwidth. The ﬁve variables are the method of
serialization, the number of computers, the frequency for publishing the messages, the
number of broadcast topics, and the message size. The values used in the test are shown
in Table 4.1, though it should be noted that prior to running the test it was determined that
the JSON serialization would cause it to be too large to send over the network socket once
the ROS message was larger than 21787 Bytes, so message sizes beyond that amount were
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not tested with JSON serialization. The ROS messages used in this test were made for
this test and consists only of a byte array. This allowed each test to have an exact size for
the message. Each computer used in the test measured how often it received messages on
all of the topics being used in the test, and then the achieved bandwidth was the average
number of messages per second multiplied by the number of bytes in the ROS message for
that test. In this way it did not reﬂect the network bandwidth, but the received ROS topics
bandwidths.
Table 4.1
High Throughput Test Conditions
Conﬁguration variable
Serialization Types
Number of Computers
Publication Frequency
Number of Broadcast Topics
Message Sizes

Tested values
JSON and ROS-internal
2, 3, 4, and 5
10 Hz, 20 Hz, 30 Hz, and 50 Hz
1, 2, 4, and 5
1, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
5000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 20000, and 30000

For the implementation of this test, two additional ROS nodes were created, a
throughput master and a throughput runner. The throughput master node has a
TCP connection to the throughput runner nodes on the other computers. The TCP connection is not through any ROS functionality or API, other than the fact it is running inside
a ROS node. The throughput master node iterated through every combination of the independent variables from a list of values to try for one. Each iteration it sends the settings
for that run to the throughput runner nodes that it will use for running those settings.
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It selected which computers to use for each setting based off the value of the number of
computers variable. It maintained a constant order for the computers, such that tests with
a higher number of computers would use the same computers as a lower test, with additional computers. The TCP connections did not communicate during each iteration, but
they were left open. Each iteration would run for sixty seconds, but the ﬁrst and last ﬁfteen
seconds would not record data. The data at the start and end is not recorded to ensure that
the recorded data is what can be expected during normal operations, without any changes
due to some of the robots just starting or just ﬁnishing. Additionally, the Gray Transceiver
and all associated nodes was started for each speciﬁc iteration, and then ended once the
iteration was completed. The ﬁve computers did not need to be identical and one of the
computers needed to be connected to the router over an Ethernet cable while the others
were connected by WiFi. If the Ethernet computer was only used on the tests with ﬁve
computers and the median value of the average bandwidth per computer was used, the impact of having a faster connection to the router could be observed while still shown to have
had no negative impacts on the data from the other computers.

4.2

Simulator Test
The simulated robot test used the Stage [21] simulator with the ros stage wrapper. The

Stage simulator is a simple two-dimensional simulator, that supports the use of simulated
LIDAR sensors. Each of the simulated robots ran on a separate computer, with no sharing
of ROS masters. Each simulated robot had a LIDAR sensor and ran a simple wall following
node, causing them to continuously move through the environment. Each robot offered the
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others its LIDAR topic, and requested their LIDAR topics in return. When a new LIDAR
topic was received and the information for it published in the MetaTopic, a new gmapping
node was launched for it, creating a map from the received LIDAR data. All of the maps
were overlayed in rviz (a ROS program for viewing data), and a more complete map was
created. The map that was opened in ros stage is showed in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

Map used for the simulation test

For conducting this test, three computers were used, each running from the same launch
ﬁle. In addition to the simulation and Gray Transceiver related nodes, the launch ﬁle also
launched a node that recorded the number of messages received from the other computers. While the maps were being built and shown to be working in rviz, one of the three
computers was abruptly shutdown. The other computers continued to operate, just with no
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updates to the map from the removed computer. The number of messages being received
showed that everything continued to operate correctly.

4.3

Physical Robot Test
The physical robot test used three Turtlebots for conducting the test. The Turtlebot

robots each had Kinect cameras and could drive around the environment. Each robot requested the camera inf o topic and an image topic for the Kinect from the other robots.
All robots viewed the image streams from the other robots in rviz. Additionally, there was
another computer running ROS and a Gray Transceiver that provided driving instructions
to the Turtlebots and displayed the images from their cameras. When one of the Turtlebots
was abruptly shutdown, the others continued to operate.
For conducting this test, the Turtlebots were started from the same launch ﬁle, and the
controlling computer determined their unique identiﬁers, allowing it to give the movement
commands to each robot. The movement commands came from a message that included
a twist message of the desired pattern and a string that identiﬁed what robot should be the
one to follow it. Each robot was ﬁrst instructed to move together, followed by each being
given a different command. One of the commands will trigger the robot to stop running
the ROS nodes after it executed it. The controlling computer waited an amount of time and
then repeated the earlier commands, with identical behaviors on the two functioning robots
that remained. This test also included monitoring the received messages, and showed that
there were no signiﬁcant changes to the others when one abruptly stopped working.
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This chapter explains in detail the experiments for the Gray Transceiver. The high
throughput test shows the received ROS message bandwidth for 1600 different test conﬁgurations. The simulator test shows that the Gray Transceiver worked on multiple robots
through the use of a simulator. The physical robot test shows that the Gray Transceiver
worked using three Turtlebot robots.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the results from the experiments introduced in Chapter 4, the
high throughput test, the simulator test, and the physical robot test. The high throughput
test shows how the received bandwidth varies under different conditions across the number
of computers, publication frequencies, broadcast topics, and message sizes. The simulator
test ran the same programs on multiple computers and showed that even when one would
suddenly stop working the others would continue to operate. The physical robot test had
varying programs running on the computers and included non-simulated robots, showing
that even when different software is running and real robots are being used that the Gray
Transceiver continued to function correctly.

5.1

Results from the High Throughput Test
The high throughput test shows how the received bandwidth varied under different

conditions across the number of computers, publication frequencies, broadcast topics, and
message sizes. The combination of all tested variables, accounting for the size limit on the
JSON serialized messages, produced 1600 different test conﬁgurations with each computer
having a different received bandwidth. Each graph that includes the data from multiple
computers used the median received bandwidth for each conﬁguration and that the conﬁg28

urations with the same values for the variables being shown in the graph were averaged.
The received ROS message bandwidths were calculated from the ROS message size, not
the network bandwidth.

Figure 5.1
The number of broadcast topics compared to the received bandwidth of ROS messages.

Analyzing the data to see how the number of broadcast topics effected the received
ROS message bandwidth produced a graph similar to the one shown in Figure 5.1. From
this data, it can easily be observed that in the tests conducted that increasing the number
of broadcast topics had little effect on the received ROS message bandwidth. Looking
only at the data, this does not make sense; logically as the number of broadcast topics
increase, thereby increasing the amount of data being sent to the other computers, the
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Figure 5.2

Messages counts received per hundredth of a second

received ROS message bandwidth should increase on a similar scale. The way that the tests
were designed,each broadcast topic came from the same ROS topic, so when a computer
has a new message for one broadcast topic, it has a new message for all of its broadcast
topics. Additionally, the fact that all of the computers were running identical software that
started out being synchronized to within a few TCP communications of each other, there
was a signiﬁcant amount of data that the computers wanted to send to everyone else at
the same time. This is shown in Figure 5.2, where a small subset of the tests were run
again, checking the counts at 100 Hz instead of 1 Hz used in the other test. The message
counts at the faster frequency showed that it was more likely to have several messages at
once if it was a nonzero, which would increase the amount of packet collisions, especially
with longer messages. This showed that the completed tests were essentially a worst case
scenario.
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Figure 5.3

The size of the ROS message compared to the received bandwidth of ROS messages.
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Analyzing the test data for how the message size effected the received ROS message
bandwidth produced a peak near 1000 Byte messages. As could be expected, the height of
the peak increased as more computers were added to the test. An interesting trend was that
as the number of computers increased, the maximum bandwidth was at a smaller message
size. For the tests with only two computers, the difference between the bandwidths at
1000 Bytes and 2000 Bytes is less than the difference between the bandwidths at 500 Bytes
and 1000 Bytes, but as the number of computers increased, so did the difference between
the bandwidths of 1000 Bytes and 2000 Bytes while the difference between 500 Bytes and
1000 Bytes remained similar. The bandwidth drops with message size and at approximately
20000 Bytes it is less than one message per second, see Figure 5.3. This could be explained
by the previously discussed synchronization of the computers, where they all tried to send
messages at almost the same time. As the messages got larger, the likelihood of collisions
increased, so under normal operating conditions, it would be unlikely to get such low
bandwidths.
When the data was analyzed to determine which type of serialization was better for
the received ROS message bandwidth, the only graph where they were close is in Figure
5.3. This graph shows the bandwidth that different message sizes had in the tests, and
the serialization methods were only close at small message sizes and very large sizes.
This is due to two different effects. The small message sizes do not have a large difference
between JSON serialization and ROS serialization because almost all of the messages were
received. On the other end of the spectrum, the messages that were so large and had so
many collisions that few of these messages made it through in either case. The majority of
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other approaches for comparing the two methods for serialization look more like Figure
5.4, where the ROS serialization is dramatically better than the JSON serialization.

Figure 5.4

The number of computers compared to the received bandwidth of ROS messages.

Varying the number of computers had a different effect on the received ROS message
bandwidth compared to the effect of varying the number of broadcast topics. Increasing the
number of computers did increase the bandwidth for the most part, but it did not increase
as much as the attempted throughput. There was also a strange bump at 3 computers by
the tests at 10Hz and 20Hz publication frequencies. Both of theses trends can be explained
similarly to how the bandwidth did not increase when increasing the broadcast topics. The
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most likely reason that the number of computers had less of an impact on collisions from
being too synchronized was that the computers were not trying send from the same signal
as the other computers. Since each computer would try to send its messages after waiting a
certain amount of time, it was reasonable to believe that minor differences in exactly how
long each waited could have an impact. When the message publishing node was waiting,
the OS stopped actively running it, allowing other software to get time on the processor.
This caused more slight offsets in the synchronization that for smaller messages with fewer
broadcast topics would collide less. This could also explain why the lower publication
frequencies had higher bandwidths, since there was more time to wait between sending the
messages, it was more likely to become slightly offset. Additionally, each computer started
the tests at a slightly different time, the maximum difference being the amount of time it
took the computer running the test to start the other four computers. The graph of this data
is shown in Figure 5.4. Additionally, this data shows that having a computer connected to
the router through an Ethernet cable did not have a large impact on the results of the other
computers.
Analyzing the data as a whole for how the publication frequency effected the received
ROS message bandwidth showed slight decreases in the bandwidth. This was counter to
what is shown for message sizes of 1000 Bytes or less, in which it increased at ﬁrst and
then plateaued. These two sets of data are shown as graphs in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.
This indicates that the larger messages perform noticeably worse at higher frequencies
compared to smaller message sizes. This supports the previously made arguments about
the synchronization, at higher publication frequencies and messages sizes there are more
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Figure 5.5

The publication frequency of messages compared to the received bandwidth of ROS
messages.
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Figure 5.6

The publication frequency of messages compared to the received bandwidth of ROS
messages for message sizes of 1000 or less.
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collisions. This also means that while it is still better with lower frequencies, better results
are more likely to occur in actual use since the robots would not be so synchronized.
The analysis of the type of connection to the router effecting the received ROS message
bandwidth could only be completed on the tests that used ﬁve computers, since those were
the only tests that included that computer that was connected through an Ethernet cable
instead of WiFi. For the most part, the computers connected through WiFi performed
similarly to each other, dropping as the message size increased and demonstrating orders
of magnitude differences between the two serialization types. In contrast, the computer
connected through an Ethernet cable had bandwidth up to thirteen orders of magnitude
higher than the WiFi computers and the two serialization methods were less than two orders
of magnitude apart. This shows that the bottleneck on the Gray Transceivers bandwidth
was not in the software for it, but is instead in the WiFi communications. Additionally this
indicates that higher bandwidths would results from using 5GHz WiFi as opposed to the
2.4GHz that was used for this test.

5.2

Results from the Simulator Test
The simulator test ran the same programs on multiple computers and showed that even

when one would suddenly stop working the others would continue to operate. In the counts
of each topic from each computer per second some of the numbers dipped on occasion, but
more often than not the following count would be a little high counteracting it. Additionally, the counts from the computer that remained active exhibited no change in behavior
before and after one of the computers went down. This data is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7

The results from different computers compared using the ROS message size and the
received bandwidth of ROS messages, only using the test conﬁgurations with ﬁve
computers.

Figure 5.8

Simulator Test Messages Received
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(a) 136476107822 Before

(b) 84367527336909 Before

(c) Local Map Before

(d) 136476107822 After

(e) 84367527336909 After

(f) Local Map After

(g) All Maps Before

(h) All Maps After

(i) Running Computers After

Figure 5.9
The maps being displayed in RVIZ before and after computer 84367527336909 was
stopped.
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Analyzing the maps generated by the LIDAR scan before and after computer
84367527336909 was shutdown, showed that the Gray Transceiver could be used to
transceive data for building a map. Looking at the maps from the beginning when all three
computers were functioning, some of the wall angles were somewhat wrong, as shown in
Figure 5.9a Figure 5.9b. This is normal for this kind of mapping, as Figure 5.9c has it
despite not coming from a different computer, and is generally ﬁxed by returning to an area
it has already visited. As shown in Figure 5.9d and 5.9f, the angles are correct on the path
that was doubled back on. This can also be seen with how in Figure 5.9g and Figure 5.9h
have the different components at weird angles, though the later maps are more accurate.
Shown in Figure 5.9i is a combination of the two maps that were running at the end. Both
maps were lined up well and only needed to be rotated to form the completed map.

5.3

Results from the Physical Robot Test
The physical robot test had varying programs running on the computers and included

non-simulated robots, showing that even when different software was running and real
robots were being used that the Gray Transceiver continued to function correctly. The
computer tasked with receiving the image streams from the Kinects on the Turtlebots and
giving the Turtlebots movement directions operated correctly. Two of the three Turtlebots
operated as expected, having their messages received at rates approximately what had been
transmitted, and had little impact by the loss of the third Turtlebot. The message counts
from this test are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10
Physical Test Messages Received

There were noticably fewer messages received from the third Turtlebot, having the
name 92526988510936. This was investigated further by looking at the message counts
under different conditions, such as it being the only Turtlebot active or one of two active.
It was observed that while alone or with one other Turtlebot, 92526988510936 would
have fewer messages received by the non-Turtlebot computer compared to the other two
Turtlebots, though there were more messages received when there were fewer robots being
used. This is especially interesting because it is more severe to what was observed from the
other robots used in this test as well as from the high throughput test. The odd behavior is
most likely caused by some form of defect in the WiFi hardware on the robot. This possible
cause is supported by the fact that the robot would also lose network connection more often
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than any computer had during the stress test. The Gray Transceiver running on the robot
while it lost network connection would continue to operate once it was reconnected. In
the graph, seconds 7 through 12 received 0 messages from 92526988510936 because the
computer was not connected to the WiFi, but then reconnected afterwards.
The conducted tests showed that the Gray Transceiver functions as intended, though it
is effected by stability of the hardware and drivers for the computer. The high throughput test showed how changing different operating conditions effects the Gray Transceiver,
including that the highest bandwidth is achieved with messages around 1000 and that the
performance varies greatly with the medium of the network. The simulation test showed
that the Gray Transceiver can be used for multi-robot mapping by sending the LIDAR data
between robots, even when one of the robots is abruptly shutdown. The physical robot
test demonstrated the fault tolerance of the Gray Transceiver through the use of physical
Turtlebots, where more faults occurred than the test had been designed to include. The
Gray Transceiver operated properly throughout all of the tests.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Conclusions
This thesis began by explaining the need for multi-robot communication in a variety

of situations. In order to address the need, this thesis proposes the implementation of the
Gray Transceiver for handling multi-robot communications. To reduce the bandwidth used
and to be tolerant of communication faults, the Gray Transceiver uses UDP multicasting.
In order to understand some of the other approaches used to achieve multi-robot communication, the background section describes different robotics frameworks and several
different ROS packages that have been developed to address this concern. The majority
of the robotics frameworks have problems, ranging from being poorly supported, lack of
broad use, and having a lack of documentation. ROS is one of the few frameworks that
is widely used, is well documented, and has good support; this does not extend to all
ROS packages, with the lack of viable solutions for multi-robot communication. Many of
the ROS packages meant for multi-robot communication stopped being supported several
years ago, with some even to the point where the source code can no longer be found.
Other ROS packages require lengthy setup procedures or just do not work well for the
desired purposes.
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The Gray Transceiver is designed to be communication fault tolerant and to be able
to work for transmitting data between any number of robots. To achieve these goals, the
Gray Transceiver uses UDP multicasting to go in between robots and includes a protocol
for requesting any ROS topic from other robots and receiving it. This protocol consists
of ﬁve message types, having a heirarchical relationship. Additionally, the data being sent
between the robots will be kept mostly on different ports, so that robots will only receive
the data they want. The functionality of the Gray Transceiver was tested with three different
tests. The ﬁrst test used 1600 different conﬁgurations accross ﬁve different categories to
determine the behavior of the Gray Transceiver under heavy network load. The second
test used a ROS simulator to verify the functionality of the Gray Transceiver by creating
maps from each simulated robot, and included having one of the robots lose connection to
the other simulated robots abruptly. The third test was similar to the second, showing the
functionality of the Gray Transceiver even when one of the robots goes down, only it used
physical robots and video streaming instead of simulated robots mapping with LIDAR. The
results of the ﬁrst test showed that the Gray Transceiver can work under varying amounts
of load, but is largely limited by the network type as to how much bandwith it is able
to receive. The results of the second test showed that the Gray Transceiver does work,
being able to create maps for each robot and encountering no problems when one abruptly
stopped communicating. The third test showed that the Gray Tranceiver functions correctly
with physical robots and can be used to control other robots, either individually or as a
group.
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6.2

Future Work
Rarely is something ever truly ﬁnished, there is almost always something that can be

done to improve it; the Gray Transceiver is no different. One way to improve it would be
to break up the messages, allowing each message being sent over the UDP port to be sized
in an attempt to acheive maximum bandwidth. To allow ROS robots to communicate with
non-ROS robots more easily through the use of the Gray Transceiver, adding a ﬁeld to the
GxSendMsg and the GxTxingMsg messages for specifying JSON message serialization,
and then using the JSON serialization to send the message would be beneﬁcial. This could
become even more beneﬁcial with some way of compressing the JSON messages while
maintaining a universal understanding of how to read it, though using a new serialization method could easily work instead. Implementation of the cross network functionality
would also beneﬁt the Gray Transceiver; the Gray Transceiver was design such that the
cross network functionality could work, but the implementation of such was outside of the
scope of this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE
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A.1
1

gray transceiver main.py

#!/usr/bin/env python

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16

17

import rospy
import socket
import threading
import json
import subprocess
import roslib.message
import roslaunch
from Queue import *
from std_msgs.msg import String
from geometry_msgs.msg import Twist
from sensor_msgs.msg import LaserScan
from gray_transceiver.msg import GxTopicMetaInformation,
,→
GxMetaTopic
from gray_transceiver.srv import GxOffer, GxRequest,
,→
GxOfferResponse, GxRequestResponse
from rospy_message_converter import message_converter,
,→
json_message_converter
from gray_transceiver_message import *

18
19
20

from uuid import getnode as get_mac
MY_MAC_ADDR = get_mac()

21
22
23
24
25
26

27

28

29

30

MCAST_GRP = ’224.1.1.1’
META_PORT = 1025
MY_NAME = str(MY_MAC_ADDR)
METATOPICNAME =
,→
rospy.get_param("gray_transceiver/metatopic_name",
,→
"/gray_transceiver/metatopic")
OFFER_PARAMETER =
,→
rospy.get_param("gray_transceiver/offers", None)
REQUEST_PARAMETER =
,→
rospy.get_param("gray_transceiver/requests", None)
INTERFACE_TO_USE =
,→
rospy.get_param("gray_transceiver/interface_to_use",
,→
"lo")
MY_IP_ADDR = subprocess.check_output(["ifconfig",
,→
INTERFACE_TO_USE]).split("inet addr:" )[1].split("
,→
")[0]
49

31
32

33

34
35

rospy.set_param("/gray_transceiver/multicast_group",
,→
MCAST_GRP)
rospy.set_param("/gray_transceiver/ip_to_use",
,→
MY_IP_ADDR)
rospy.set_param("/gray_transceiver/my_name", MY_NAME)
rospy.set_param("/gray_transceiver/metatopic_name",
,→
METATOPICNAME)

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

def recvQueSocket(sock, queue, maxsize = 1024):
rate = rospy.Rate(30)
while True:
try:
data, addr = sock.recvfrom(maxsize)
except socket.error, e:
print ’Exception’
continue

46
47
48

queue.put(data)
rate.sleep()

49
50
51
52
53
54

def hashString(string):
h = 0
for each in string:
h = (h << 11) ˆ (h >>3) ˆ ord(each)
return h

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

def portHash(description=None, rosMsgType=None):
hash1 = hashString(description)
hash2 = hashString(rosMsgType)
hash3 = hash1 ˆ hash2
hash4 = hash3 % 65535
if hash4 <= META_PORT:
return hash4 + META_PORT
return hash4

64
65
66

def portHashFromMsg(msg):
return int(portHash(msg.getDescription(),
,→
msg.getRosMsgType()))

67
68

def portHashFromTopicMetaInfo(request):

50

69
,→

return int(portHash(request.description,
request.type))

70
71

class gray_transceiver(object):

72

def __init__(self):
rospy.init_node("gray_transceiver")

73
74
75

self.metaSockQ = Queue(20)
self.threadsLaunched = {}
self.timers = {}
self.offersAvailable = {}
self.requestsMade = {}

76
77
78
79
80
81

,→

#These are lists that hold
GxTopicMetaInformations
self.desired = []
#broadcast topics (as
strings) that you want
self.rxing = []
#broadcast topics (as
strings) that you are receiving
self.txing = []
#broacast topics (as strings)
that you are transmitting
self.startedPorts = [] #list of the ports that
there is something listening on

,→

self.messageFactory = GxMessageFactory(name =
MY_NAME)

82
,→
83
,→
84
,→
85
,→
86

87
88

89
90
,→
91
,→
92
,→
93
94
95
,→
96
,→
,→
97
,→

self.metaSocket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET,
socket.SOCK_DGRAM, socket.IPPROTO_UDP)
self.metaSocket.setsockopt(socket.IPPROTO_IP,
socket.IP_MULTICAST_TTL, 3)
self.metaSocket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET,
socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1)
self.metaSocket.bind((MCAST_GRP, META_PORT))
self.host = MY_IP_ADDR
self.metaSocket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_IP,
socket.IP_MULTICAST_IF, socket.inet_aton(self.host))
self.metaSocket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_IP,
socket.IP_ADD_MEMBERSHIP, socket.inet_aton(MCAST_GRP)
+ socket.inet_aton(self.host))
self.metaSocket.setsockopt(socket.IPPROTO_IP,
socket.IP_MULTICAST_LOOP, 0)
51

98
99
,→
,→
100
101

self.threadsLaunched["meta"] =
threading.Thread(target=recvQueSocket,
args=(self.metaSocket, self.metaSockQ))
self.threadsLaunched["meta"].daemon = True
self.threadsLaunched["meta"].start()

102

self.launch = roslaunch.scriptapi.ROSLaunch()
self.launch.start()
self.portNodes = []
rospy.on_shutdown(self.killPorts)

103
104
105
106
107
108
,→
109
,→
,→
110
,→
,→
111
,→
,→

self.metaTopic = rospy.Publisher(METATOPICNAME,
GxMetaTopic, queue_size = 10)
self.availableTopic =
rospy.Publisher("gray_transceiver/availableOffered",
GxTopicMetaInformation, queue_size = 10)
self.requestService =
rospy.Service("gray_transceiver/requests", GxRequest,
self.requests_callback)
self.offerService =
rospy.Service("gray_transceiver/offers", GxOffer,
self.offers_callback)

112

def killPorts(self):
for each in self.portNodes:
each.stop()
self.portNodes = []

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
,→
120
121

def setUpPort(self, topicMetaInfo):
newPortNumber =
portHashFromTopicMetaInfo(topicMetaInfo)
if newPortNumber not in self.startedPorts:
self.startedPorts.append(newPortNumber)

122
123
124
125
126

package = "gray_transceiver"
executable = "gray_transceiver_port_node.py"
nodeNamespace = "/gray_transceiver/"
nodeName = "port" + str(newPortNumber)

127
128
129

arguments = ""
arguments += str(newPortNumber)

130

52

,→

newPort = roslaunch.core.Node(package,
executable,name=nodeName, namespace=nodeNamespace,
args=arguments)

,→

self.portNodes.append(self.launch.launch(newPort))

131
,→

132

133

return newPortNumber

134
135

def startTransmitting(self, broadcastTopic):
if str(broadcastTopic) in self.txing:
return
newPortNumber = self.setUpPort(broadcastTopic)

136
137
138
139
140
141
,→

rospy.wait_for_service("/gray_transceiver/port" +
str(newPortNumber) + "/transmit")

142
143
,→
,→
144
,→
145

transmitRequest =
rospy.ServiceProxy("/gray_transceiver/port" +
str(newPortNumber) + "/transmit", GxOffer)
transmitRequest(broadcastTopic,
self.offersAvailable[str(broadcastTopic)]["topicName"])
self.txing.append(str(broadcastTopic))

146
147
148
149
150
151
,→
152
,→
,→
153
,→
154

def startReceiving(self, broadcastTopic):
if str(broadcastTopic) in self.rxing:
return
newPortNumber = self.setUpPort(broadcastTopic)
rospy.wait_for_service("/gray_transceiver/port" +
str(newPortNumber) + "/receive")
transmitRequest =
rospy.ServiceProxy("/gray_transceiver/port" +
str(newPortNumber) + "/receive", GxRequest)
transmitRequest(broadcastTopic,
self.requestsMade[str(broadcastTopic)]["output_topic"])
self.rxing.append(str(broadcastTopic))

155
156
157
158
,→
159
160

def requests_callback(self, data):
’’’
This function gets called everytime someone wants
to use the request service
’’’
newRequest = data.topicMetaInfo

161

53

162
,→
163
164
165

#Send a request for the broadcast topic, and set
up a timer to continue occasionally asking for it
newMsg = self.messageFactory.newSendMsg()
newMsg.setDescription(newRequest.description)
newMsg.setRosMsgType(newRequest.type)

166
167
,→
168
169
170
,→
171

def myTimer(timeSec = 100, msg = newMsg, sock =
self.metaSocket):
import time
while not rospy.is_shutdown():
sock.sendto(newMsg.toJSON(), (MCAST_GRP,
META_PORT))
time.sleep(timeSec)

172
173
,→
174
,→
175
,→

self.timers["request_" + newRequest.description]
= threading.Thread(target=myTimer, args=())
self.timers["request_" +
newRequest.description].daemon = True
self.timers["request_" +
newRequest.description].start()

176

self.desired.append(str(newRequest))

177
178
179
,→
,→

self.requestsMade[str(data.topicMetaInfo)] =
{"topicMetaInfo":data.topicMetaInfo,
"output_topic":data.outputTopic}

180

return GxRequestResponse(True)

181
182
183
184
185
,→
186
187
,→
,→
188

def offers_callback(self, data):
’’’
This function gets called everytime someone wants
to use the offer service
’’’
self.offersAvailable[str(data.topicMetaInfo)] =
{"topicMetaInfo":data.topicMetaInfo,
"topicName":data.topicName}
return GxOfferResponse(True)

189
190
191
192
,→

def requests_parameters(self, param):
’’’
This function gets called to set up requests from
the parameters

54

193
194
195
,→
196

’’’
data = GxRequest._request_class()
data.topicMetaInfo.description =
param["description"]
data.topicMetaInfo.type = param["type"]

197

try:

198

data.outputTopic = param["output_topic"]
except:
data.outputTopic = ""

199
200
201
202

if data.outputTopic == None:
data.outputTopic = ""

203
204
205

return self.requests_callback(data)

206
207
208
209
210
,→
211
212
213
,→
214
215
216

def offers_parameters(self, param):
’’’
This function gets called to set up offers from
the parameters
’’’
data = GxOffer._request_class()
data.topicMetaInfo.description =
param["description"]
data.topicMetaInfo.type = param["type"]
data.topicName = param["topicName"]
return self.offers_callback(data)

217
218
219

def run(self):
global MY_NAME

220
221

rate = rospy.Rate(30)

222
223
224
225

if OFFER_PARAMETER is not None:
for each in OFFER_PARAMETER:
self.offers_parameters(each)

226
227
228
229

if REQUEST_PARAMETER is not None:
for each in REQUEST_PARAMETER:
self.requests_parameters(each)

230
231
232

while not rospy.is_shutdown():
if not self.metaSockQ.empty():
55

233
,→

message = self.messageFactory.fromJSON(
self.metaSockQ.get())

234

#Someone is asking a broadcast topic to

235
,→

be sent
if message.isSend():
#It is already being transmitted, do

236
237
,→
238
,→
239
,→
240
,→
241
,→
242
,→

nothing
if str(
message.getTopicMetaInformation()) in self.txing:
newMsg =
self.messageFactory.newTxingMsg()
newMsg.setDescription(
message.getDescription())
newMsg.setRosMsgType(
message.getRosMsgType())
self.metaSocket.sendto(
newMsg.toJSON(), (MCAST_GRP, META_PORT))

243

#otherwise, if you have the topic,

244
,→
245
,→
,→
246
,→

start sending it
elif str(
message.getTopicMetaInformation()) in
self.offersAvailable:
self.startTransmitting(
message.getTopicMetaInformation())

247
248
,→
249
,→
250
,→
251
,→

newMsg =
self.messageFactory.newTxingMsg()
newMsg.setDescription(
message.getDescription())
newMsg.setRosMsgType(
message.getRosMsgType())
self.metaSocket.sendto(
newMsg.toJSON(), (MCAST_GRP, META_PORT))

252
253
,→
254
255
,→

#Someone is saying that they are
transmitting a broadcast topic
elif message.isTxing():
#if message["description"] is
something you want, make sure it is listened to

56

,→

if
str(message.getTopicMetaInformation()) in
self.desired:

,→

self.startReceiving(message.getTopicMetaInformation())

256
,→

257

258

#Someone asked what broadcast topics are

259
,→

available

,→

elif message.isOffersReq():
newMsg =
self.messageFactory.newOffersAckMsg()

,→

newMsg.setTopics(self.offersAvailable.keys())

260
261

262

263
,→
,→

self.metaSocket.sendto(newMsg.toJSON(), (MCAST_GRP,
META_PORT))

264
265
,→
266
267
268
,→
269
270

#A response to a request of what topics
are available
elif message.isOffersAck():
for key, data in message.getTopics():
topicOfferMsg =
GxTopicMetaInformation()
topicOfferMsg.description = key
topicOfferMsg.type = data

271
,→

self.availableTopic.publish(topicOfferMsg)

272

if self.metaSockQ.empty():
rate.sleep()
else:
rospy.sleep(0.01)

273
274
275
276
277

if __name__ == "__main__":
grayTransceiver = gray_transceiver()
grayTransceiver.run()

278
279
280

A.2
1

gray transceiver port node.py

#!/usr/bin/env python

2

57

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

import rospy
import socket
import threading
import json
import subprocess
import sys
import roslib.message
from Queue import *
from std_msgs.msg import String
from gray_transceiver.msg import GxTopicMetaInformation,
,→
GxMetaTopic
from gray_transceiver.srv import GxOffer, GxRequest,
,→
GxOfferResponse, GxRequestResponse
from rospy_message_converter import message_converter,
,→
json_message_converter
from gray_transceiver_message import *

16
17

METATOPICNAME =
,→
rospy.get_param("/gray_transceiver/metatopic_name",
,→
"/gray_transceiver/metatopic")

18
19
20

class gray_transceiver_port(object):

21

def __init__(self):
rospy.init_node("port")
self.broadcastTopicsToReceive = []
self.broadcastTopicsToTransmit = []
self.receiveTopic = {}
self.receiveStarted = False
self.transmitStarted = False

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
,→
31
,→
32
,→
33

self.mcast_group = rospy.get_param(
"/gray_transceiver/multicast_group", ’224.1.1.1’)
self.myIp = rospy.get_param(
"/gray_transceiver/ip_to_use", ’127.0.0.1’)
self.myName = rospy.get_param(
"/gray_transceiver/my_name", "INVALID")
self.port = int(sys.argv[1])

34
35
,→

self.messageFactory = GxMessageFactory( name =
self.myName)

36

58

nodeName = str(rospy.get_name())

37
38

,→

self.requestService = rospy.Service(
nodeName+"/receive", GxRequest, self.receive_callback)
self.offerService = rospy.Service(
nodeName+"/transmit", GxOffer, self.transmit_callback)

,→

self.metaTopic = rospy.Publisher( METATOPICNAME,
GxMetaTopic, queue_size = 10)

39
,→
40

41
42

43
44
45
,→
46
,→

def receive_callback(self, data):
if str(data.topicMetaInfo) not in
self.broadcastTopicsToReceive:
self.broadcastTopicsToReceive.append( str(
data.topicMetaInfo))

47
48
49
,→
50
,→
51
,→
52
,→
53
,→
54
,→

if not self.receiveStarted:
self.receiveSocket = socket.socket(
socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM, socket.IPPROTO_UDP)
self.receiveSocket.setsockopt( socket.SOL_IP,
socket.IP_MULTICAST_IF, socket.inet_aton(self.myIp))
self.receiveSocket.setsockopt(
socket.IPPROTO_IP, socket.IP_MULTICAST_LOOP, 0)
self.receiveSocket.setsockopt(
socket.SOL_SOCKET, socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1)
self.receiveSocket.setsockopt(
socket.IPPROTO_IP, socket.IP_MULTICAST_TTL, 3)
self.receiveSocket.bind( (self.mcast_group,
self.port))

55

self.receiveStarted = True

56
57
58
,→

self.receiveTopic[ str( data.topicMetaInfo ) ] =
data.outputTopic

59

return GxRequestResponse(True)

60
61
62
63
,→
64

def transmit_callback(self, data):
if str(data.topicMetaInfo) in
self.broadcastTopicsToTransmit:
return GxOfferResponse(True)

65

59

66
,→

self.broadcastTopicsToTransmit.append(
str(data.topicMetaInfo) )

67
68
69
,→
,→
70
,→

if not self.transmitStarted:
self.transmitSocket =
socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM,
socket.IPPROTO_UDP)
self.transmitSocket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_IP,
socket.IP_MULTICAST_IF, socket.inet_aton(self.myIp))

71
,→
,→

self.transmitSocket.setsockopt(socket.IPPROTO_IP,
socket.IP_MULTICAST_LOOP, 0)

72
,→
,→
73
,→
,→
,→

self.transmitSocket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_SOCKET,
socket.SO_REUSEADDR, 1)
self.transmitSocket.setsockopt(socket.SOL_IP,
socket.IP_ADD_MEMBERSHIP,
socket.inet_aton(self.mcast_group) +
socket.inet_aton(self.myIp))

74
75

self.transmitStarted = True

76
77

newMsg = self.messageFactory.newDataMsg()

78
79
,→
80

newMsg.setDescription(data.topicMetaInfo.description)
newMsg.setRosMsgType(data.topicMetaInfo.type)

81
82
,→
83
,→
84
85
,→

#set up the callback for the local topic that
will be transmitted
def dynamicCallback(data, port=self.port, sock =
self.transmitSocket, baseMsg = newMsg):
baseMsg.setDataFromRosMsg(data)
sock.sendto(baseMsg.toSocket(),
(self.mcast_group, int(port)))

86
87
,→
88
,→

myType = roslib.message.get_message_class(
data.topicMetaInfo.type)
rospy.Subscriber(data.topicName, myType,
dynamicCallback)

89
90

return GxOfferResponse(True)

91

60

def run(self):
publishers = {}
startRate = rospy.Rate(10)
runningRate = rospy.Rate(20)

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
,→
103
104
,→
,→
105
106
107

while not rospy.is_shutdown():
if self.receiveStarted:
newData = GxDataMsg()
senderDomain = ""
try:
data2, addr =
self.receiveSocket.recvfrom(65535)
newData.fromSocket(data2)
senderDomain =
str(newData.getSender()) + str(
newData.getTopicMetaInformation())
except socket.error, e:
print ’Exception’
continue

108
109
,→
110

if str(newData.getTopicMetaInformation())
not in self.broadcastTopicsToReceive:
continue

111
112
113
114
115
,→
,→
116
,→
117
,→
,→

if senderDomain not in publishers:
newMsg = GxMetaTopic()
newMsg.myName = str(self.myName)
newMsg.name = ’/foreign_’ +
str(newData.getSender()) + ’/’ +
str(newData.getDescription())
newMsg.type =
str(newData.getRosMsgType())
msgTypeType =
roslib.message.get_message_class(
newData.getRosMsgType())

118
119
,→
120
,→

if self.receiveTopic[ str(
newData.getTopicMetaInformation())] != ’’:
newMsg.name = self.receiveTopic[
str(newData.getTopicMetaInformation())]

121

61

122
,→
,→
123
124
,→
125
126
127

publishers[senderDomain] =
rospy.Publisher( newMsg.name, msgTypeType,
queue_size=10)
self.metaTopic.publish(newMsg)
publishers[ senderDomain ].publish(
newData.getDataAsRosMsg())
runningRate.sleep()
else:
startRate.sleep()

128
129
130
131
132

133
134
135

if __name__=="__main__":
if len(sys.argv) < 2:
print("This should only be called by the gray
,→
transceiver internally and the wrong number of
,→
arguments were given")
else:
portNode = gray_transceiver_port()
portNode.run()

A.3 gray transceiver message.py
1

#!/usr/bin/env python

2
3
4

5
6
7

import json
import StringIO, struct #for the hopefully smaller
,→
serialization
import roslib
from gray_transceiver.msg import GxTopicMetaInformation
from rospy_message_converter import message_converter,
,→
json_message_converter

8
9
10
11
12

class GxBaseMsg(object):
def __init__(self, sender = None, msgType = None):
self.sender = sender
self.msgType = msgType

13
14
15

def setSender(self, sender):
self.sender = sender

16
17

def getSender(self):
62

return self.sender

18
19

def getType(self):
return self.msgType

20
21
22

def fromDict(self, srcDict):
self.sender = srcDict["SENDER"]
self.msgType = srcDict["TYPE"]

23
24
25
26

def fromJSON(self, srcJSON):
self.fromDict(json.loads(srcJSON))

27
28
29
30
31
,→

def toDict(self):
return {"TYPE":self.msgType,
"SENDER":self.sender}

32
33
34

def toJSON(self):
return json.dumps(self.toDict())

35
36
37

def isSend(self):
return False

38
39
40

def isTxing(self):
return False

41
42
43

def isOffersReq(self):
return False

44
45
46

def isOffersAck(self):
return False

47
48
49

def isData(self):
return False

50
51
52

53

54
55

class GxTopicMetaInfoMsg(GxBaseMsg):
def __init__(self, sender=None, msgType=None,
,→
description=None, rosMsgType=None):
super(GxTopicMetaInfoMsg, self).__init__(sender,
,→
msgType)
self.description = description
self.rosMsgType = rosMsgType

56
57

def toDict(self):
63

58
,→
59
60
61

toBeReturned = super(GxTopicMetaInfoMsg,
self).toDict()
toBeReturned["description"] = self.description
toBeReturned["message_type"] = self.rosMsgType
return toBeReturned

62
63
64
65
66

def fromDict(self, srcDict):
super(GxTopicMetaInfoMsg, self).fromDict(srcDict)
self.description = srcDict["description"]
self.rosMsgType = srcDict["message_type"]

67
68
69

def setDescription(self, description):
self.description = description

70
71
72

def getDescription(self):
return self.description

73
74
75

def setRosMsgType(self, rosMsgType):
self.rosMsgType = rosMsgType

76
77
78

def getRosMsgType(self):
return self.rosMsgType

79
80
81
82
83
84

def getTopicMetaInformation(self):
data = GxTopicMetaInformation()
data.description = self.description
data.type = self.rosMsgType
return data

85
86
87

88

89
90

class GxSendMsg(GxTopicMetaInfoMsg):
def __init__(self, sender=None, description=None,
,→
rosMsgType=None):
super(GxSendMsg, self).__init__(sender, "SEND",
,→
description, rosMsgType)
def isSend(self):
return True

91
92
93

94

95

class GxTxingMsg(GxTopicMetaInfoMsg):
def __init__(self, sender=None, description=None,
,→
rosMsgType=None):
super(GxTxingMsg, self).__init__(sender, "TXING",
,→
description, rosMsgType)
def isTxing(self):
64

return True

96
97
98
99

100

101

class GxDataMsg(GxTopicMetaInfoMsg):
def __init__(self, sender=None, description=None,
,→
rosMsgType=None, data=None):
super(GxDataMsg, self).__init__(sender, "DATA",
,→
description, rosMsgType)
self.data = data

102

def toDict(self):
toBeReturned = super(GxDataMsg, self).toDict()
toBeReturned["data"] = self.getDataAsDict()
return toBeReturned

103
104
105
106
107

def fromDict(self, srcDict):
super(GxDataMsg, self).fromDict(srcDict)
self.setDataFromDict(srcDict["data"])

108
109
110
111

def fromSocket(self, source):
#self.fromJSON(source)
self.fromBitString(source)

112
113
114
115

def toSocket(self):
#return self.toJSON()
return self.toBitString()

116
117
118
119
120
121
,→
,→
122
,→
,→
123
,→
,→
124
,→
,→
125
,→
,→
126

def fromBitString(self, data):
(positionSender, positionType,
positionDescription, positionRosMsgType, positionData)
= struct.unpack(’<IIIII’,data[:20])
serializedSender = struct.unpack(
’<%ss’%(positionType - positionSender),
data[positionSender : positionType])[0]
serializedType = struct.unpack(
’<%ss’%(positionDescription - positionType),
data[positionType : positionDescription])[0]
serializedDescription = struct.unpack(
’<%ss’%(positionRosMsgType - positionDescription),
data[positionDescription : positionRosMsgType])[0]
serializedRosMsgType = struct.unpack(
’<%ss’%(positionData - positionRosMsgType),
data[positionRosMsgType : positionData])[0]
serializedData = data[positionData:]
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127
128
129
130
131
,→
132
133

self.setSender(serializedSender)
self.setDescription(serializedDescription)
self.setRosMsgType(serializedRosMsgType)
dataType = roslib.message.get_message_class(
self.getRosMsgType())
self.data = dataType()
self.data.deserialize( serializedData)

134
135
136
,→
137
138
,→
139
,→

def toBitString(self):
serializedSender =
self.getSender().encode(’utf-8’)
serializedType = self.getType().encode(’utf-8’)
serializedDescription =
self.getDescription().encode(’utf-8’)
serializedRosMsgType =
self.getRosMsgType().encode(’utf-8’)

140

serializedData = StringIO.StringIO()
self.data.serialize(serializedData)

141
142
143

lengthSender = len(serializedSender)
lengthType = len(serializedType)
lengthDescription = len(serializedDescription)
lengthRosMsgType = len(serializedRosMsgType)
lengthData = len(serializedData.getvalue())

144
145
146
147
148
149
150
,→
151
152
153
,→
154
,→

positionSender = 20 #(size of each position) *
number of positions
positionType = positionSender + lengthSender
positionDescription = positionType + lengthType
positionRosMsgType = positionDescription +
lengthDescription
positionData = positionRosMsgType +
lengthRosMsgType

155

runningBitString = StringIO.StringIO()

156
157
158
,→
159
,→

runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<I’,positionSender))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<I’,positionType))
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160
,→
161
,→
162
,→
163
,→
164
,→
165
,→
166
,→
167
,→

runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<I’,positionDescription))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<I’,positionRosMsgType))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<I’,positionData))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<%ss’%lengthSender, serializedSender))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<%ss’%lengthType, serializedType))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<%ss’%lengthDescription, serializedDescription))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<%ss’%lengthRosMsgType, serializedRosMsgType))
runningBitString.write( struct.pack(
’<%ss’%lengthData, serializedData.getvalue()))

168

return runningBitString.getvalue()

169
170
171
172
173
,→
,→
174
175
,→
,→

def setDataFromDict(self, data):
try:
self.data =
message_converter.convert_dictionary_to_ros_message(
self.rosMsgType, data)
except Exception as ex:
self.data =
message_converter.convert_dictionary_to_ros_message(
self.rosMsgType, json.loads(data))

176

def setDataFromRosMsg(self, rosMsg):
self.data = rosMsg

177
178
179
180
181
,→
,→

def getDataAsDict(self):
return
message_converter.convert_ros_message_to_dictionary(
self.data)

182
183
184

def getDataAsRosMsg(self):
return self.data

185
186
187

def isData(self):
return True

188
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189
190
191

class GxOffersReqMsg(GxBaseMsg):
def __init__(self, sender=None):
super( GxOffersRegMsg, self ).__init__( sender,
,→
"OFFERS_REQ")

192

def isOffersReq(self):
return True

193
194
195
196
197
198

199

class GxOffersAckMsg(GxBaseMsg):
def __init__(self, sender=None, topics=None):
super( GxOffersAckMsg, self ).__init__( sender,
,→
"OFFERS_ACK")
self.topics = topics

200

def setTopics(self, newTopics):
self.topics = newTopics

201
202
203

def getTopics(self):
return self.topics

204
205
206
207
208
,→
209
210

def toDict(self):
toBeReturned = super(GxOffersAckMsg,
self).toDict()
toBeReturned["topics"] = self.topics
return toBeReturned

211
212
213
214

def fromDict(self, srcDict):
super(GxOffersAckMsg, self).fromDict(srcDict)
self.topics = srcDict["topics"]

215
216
217

def isOffersAck(self):
return True

218
219
220
221

class GxMessageFactory(object):
def __init__(self, name="None"):
self.myName = name

222
223
224

def set_myName(self, newName):
self.myName = newName

225
226
227
228

def fromDict(self, srcDict):
newMsg = GxBaseMsg()
newMsg.fromDict(srcDict)
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229

if srcDict["TYPE"] == "SEND":
newMsg = GxSendMsg()
newMsg.fromDict(srcDict)

230
231
232
233

elif srcDict["TYPE"] == "TXING":
newMsg = GxTxingMsg()
newMsg.fromDict(srcDict)

234
235
236
237

elif srcDict["TYPE"] == "DATA":
newMsg = GxDataMsg()
newMsg.fromDict(srcDict)

238
239
240
241

elif srcDict["TYPE"] == "OFFERS_REQ":
newMsg = GxOffersReqMsg()
newMsg.fromDict(srcDict)

242
243
244
245

elif srcDict["TYPE"] == "OFFERS_ACK":
newMsg = GxOffersAckMsg()
newMsg.fromDict(srcDict)

246
247
248
249

return newMsg

250
251
252
253
254
255
256
,→
257
258
259

def fromJSON(self, jsonString):
toBeReturned = None
try:
toBeReturned = self.fromDict( json.loads(
jsonString))
except Exception as ex:
print ex
return toBeReturned

260
261
262

def newSendMsg(self):
return GxSendMsg(sender = self.myName)

263
264
265

def newTxingMsg(self):
return GxTxingMsg(sender = self.myName)

266
267
268

def newDataMsg(self):
return GxDataMsg(sender = self.myName)

269
270

def newOffersReqMsg(self):
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271

return GxOffersReqMsg(sender = self.myName)

272
273
274

def newOffersAckMsg(self):
return GxOffersAckMsg(sender = self.myName)
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